One Man's War

Joe Nethercott

El Alamein Campaign
In the desert, the arrival of Montgomery, the change of
fortune of the war, being bombed, another injury, camping
out, in Libya and Tunisia, plane problems and the usual
technical difficulties

Aug 1942 to Jul 1943
I arrived at the Landing Strip about twenty miles east of el Alemein on the
Norhern Egypt cpast and shown my ‘quarters’ that turned out to be a tent
shared with three other Sergeants. Gone was the comfortable bed, it was
now a groundsheet on the sand and meals in the mess tent on hard
benches to sit on, but at last I felt that I was doing something useful again.
Our planes were Baltimores, a twin engined medium sized bomber,
capable of taking off and landing on one engine, with a large petrol tank in
the bomb bay, and three cameras mounted along the fuselage These
planes flew at twenty five thousand feet and the ‘recce’ could take up to
four hours at a time. Only one plane went out a time, and because of
their height, if they saw an enemy fighter coming they just put the plane
into a dive and got out of trouble. There were two other reconnaissance
squadrons using Spitfires, but they went out on low-level flights, two
planes at a time, one to take photographs, and the other to be the escort.
I had to report to the Commanding Office the next day, who outlined my
duties and what we would be doing when the order came to advance. We
were on two hours alert at all times, which meant that our transport had to
be serviceable at all times. He complained that his Ford Utility Staff car
had been unserviceable for several weeks and had to be lift towed
because the service dept could not replace the steering parts..
I walked around to the M.T. Section, and after introducing myself I asked
if there was anything I could do as a ‘new broom’ to help out. The fitters
said that the only problem was the C.O.’s car. Could I get it written of
because they could not get a complete steering assy and they could not
dismantle all of the faulty parts. I was told that because the car had been
fitted with very wide sand tyres, all the steering joints were worn and could
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not be removed I put on a dust coat and went into the ‘pit’ to see the
problem, and I was amazed to see the ‘butchering’ which had taken place
in order to remove the parts. They had broken the tool that normally
removes the parts and then decided to hammer the parts off. I asked for
two large hammers and with one of the fitters putting his hammer behind
the steering arm, I gave the opposite side three very hard strikes and the
part fell off. I had seen the other fitters laughing behind their hands when
I started, but their smiles turned the other way when the parts fell off. I
then took the time to show them how to carry out this operation and within
the hour the job was complete and the car serviceable again. I left it until
the next day to tell the C.O. that his car was available.
I told the fitters that they should never say that something was impossible.
If I did not know, I would certainly find someone who did know the answer.
Apparently, my predecessor was an aero fitter who had made a bad
mistake and had been sent to the Transport Dept in disgrace and he just
did not care. I found the fitters very hard working and keen to do their job
and with my help, they would make sure that we would always be able to
move on time.
On the second evening, I went to the Sergeants Mess Tent, (a large,
square tent about sixteen feet square, with two main poles inside) and
after half an hour, a sandstorm blew up and because the tent pegs had
not been fitted deep enough, the tent began to capsize with about eight of
us inside. Three of us got on to each pole to keep the tent from falling
down.

Attack begins
It is now September 1942 and we all know that we shall soon make an
attempt to throw the Axis Powers back along the desert. We had seen
the massive build up of planes and equipment, the large number of tanks
on massive tank transporter trailers drawn by huge sixteen gear Diamond
T or Mack lorries, more and more small units forming around us and the
feeling of anticipation that this time we are fully prepared for the task
ahead. The new 8th Army Commander, General Montgomery had given
the instructions that all commanding Officers ensure that the troops are
getting the daily bulletin, so we all started packing everything we did not
need away in to our lorries.
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Late in October, we were told on our morning parade that the attack
would start at ten pm within the next three days. The barrage started that
night, dead on time and the sky was lit up from the coast to the Quattara
Depression, and did not stop at all that night. On the morning parade, we
were told that the attack had been successful, and that we would be
moving on as soon as the German army retreated. We had lost a lot of
tanks and casualties were high but we still had a five to one advantage
with tanks, about four to one with troops and we had complete air
superiority.
On the tenth day, we were given the order to move and we made camp
about hundred miles west of el Alemein. We were told we would remain
for about a week. I was trying to get a Workshop lorry, and one of the
drivers told me about a 5 Ton Fiat lorry which had been adapted by the
Germans as an ambulance. I went to see it, but the driver had forgotten to
tell me that it was on the edge of a British minefield.
Apparently this ambulance was stationed at a site on a headland by the
cliff face, and to be able to reach the main road, he would have to drive
towards our army because of the minefield. The recent sandstorm had
blown all of the sand off the mines and they were lying exposed on top of
the ground just like Guards on parade. Unfortunately for the driver, he
had driven about a mile astride a line of mines in the moonlight, but when
he got near to the road, the mines were out of his field of vision and in his
panic, he started to turn and ran over one of the mines, blowing off his
front wheel.
The wheels fitted directly on to the brake drum and the metal base of the
rim is made in three pieces, so when the tyre blew off, there was no
damage to the brake drum. Because I could see the line of mines, I
joined three towropes together, got someone to stop the traffic for a few
minutes, and then towed the vehicle to the desert on the other side
without doing any further damage. I fitted the spare wheel, made sure
that the wires which had been removed from the fuse box were safe, had
a tow from the other driver, and started the diesel engine to drive back to
camp.
When the fitters removed all of the medical equipment from inside the
body, I found we had a sturdy bench with drawers fitted, some shelves
and a very useful vehicle. It took a couple of hours to couple up the wires,
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fit a new battery, (the original had been sabotaged) and I now had my
workshop wagon. All captured enemy vehicles had to be registered with
Military Headquarters and repainted other than the German camouflage
but there were plenty of drivers volunteering for that job, knowing that we
can now repair our vehicles on the road .
Our ‘Magpie’ (every unit has one member who is a born scrounger and
hoarder) and he found an air-compressor that he removed from a crashed
Heinkel 111. We fitted this to the back of the workshop lorry, fitted three
compressed air brake receiver tanks inside and connected up the pipes
and we had compressed air on tap. A visit to the equipment store and
with a bit of ‘bartering’, I managed to get a welding plant and we were fully
fitted.

Moving around
The advance was progressing fairly rapidly now, and we were breaking
camp and re-erecting every two or three days, but we all felt that we were
on the way home this time. I had been in the Middle East for almost two
years and apart from several weekend passes to Cairo and Alexandria,
one week’s sick leave to Tel Aviv in Palestine and one week in a Rest
Camp at Ismalia in the whole of that time. There certainly would be no
leave for some considerable time now.
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Because of our frequent moves, I decided to make a metal frame, stretch
my ground sheet over it and that I could put it in the lorry and sleep in
comfort, without the bother of having to erect a tent and share with three
other people. It was very comfortable and it enabled the others to have a
bit more room.
The powers that be, found the lack of German planes puzzling so our
Pilots had to go up four times a day to try to find where they had gone.
Although the enemy knew when our planes were flying and the regularity
of the recce’s, by overlapping and changing times of flights, there were
very few German planes to be seen. The pilots began to grumble saying
that they would soon be flying every day! At that time, I was hitching lifts
to get spare parts from base or anywhere I could and in one four week
period, I flew more trips than the individual pilots.
My next move to a site near Tmimi, a place miles from anywhere in the
middle of the desert and I needed to get some engines from my old unit
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by the Suez Canal. One of our planes was going back to this unit for a
Major overhaul, and the crew were bringing back a new plane as a
replacement.. Unknown to me, our Adjutant also wanted to go to Cairo, so
it was decided that the four crew, the Adjutant and myself would go to
Cairo, leave the crew and the adjutant there and the pilot would take me
to the base, we would pick up my engine and fly back to Cairo, while the
others had a week end break. We now hear that there are two planes
waiting to be brought back to our unit, so a second crew decide to come
with us. The plane is designed for four crew, and six can get in, but when
a further four are added, it is a very tight squeeze.
We took off with great difficulty, but as our ‘runway’ was unlimited, we
managed to get air-borne. There was no way a gunner could get to his
gun if we were attacked. We arrived at Cairo Airport, but because we
were so overloaded, we overshot the runway, and the plane was
‘grounded’. Everyone except the two pilots and myself made for the ‘high
life’ and we hitched a lift to the base for our ‘goods’. When the pilots
reported to the Flight Office, they were told that the planes could not be
available because a further modification had to be carried out on both
planes. I went back to my stores to tell them to put the engine, and two
more on a Transport Plane to my unit and then went back to meet the
pilots who had arranged a lift back to Cairo.
Our Adjutant had some explaining to do, when he requested seats for ten
people back to our unit. We were told that we had at least 4 days before
a plane would be available, so we all booked into a small Pension and
decided to have a spot of unexpected leave. I went around to the
Sergeants and W.O.’s Club and as I was eating my snack, another
Sergeant comes around and says ”and who’s been a naughty boy, then.?”
I looked at him, and asked what he meant, and he said “does unauthorised modifications mean anything?” and then I realised who he was.
He was the Sergeant in the office of the Senior M.T. Engineer, H.Q.
Middle East, when the M.T. Officer from my old unit went to see him about
the modifications I had carried out on the Chevrolet lorry. We had a good
old chat and it appears that the Engineer was pleased to think that there
was a cure for the problem, and that now Cooks workshops were doing
them all the time. This version was totally different to the one I had been
given.
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It was just before Christmas 1942, so to spend my evenings, I went to the
local roller skating rink to learn to skate, when two young Greek girls
came around and joined up with several of us and helped us to go around
After a while I could go around quite fast, but I did not learn the way to
stop... I think that I still have the bruises where I used to crash into the
barriers.
We were in Cairo for ten days and we were getting short of money so the
Adjutant arranged for a special pay allowance from H.Q. Our return trip
was arranged in an aging Bristol Bombay Transport plane and leaving in
the dark, we were flying at 3,000 feet, when suddenly we hit an air pocket
and dropped hundreds of feet. This was the only time I have felt airsick.
We transferred to a Lockheed Hudson at el Adem that was a bit better
and we arrived at Tmimi at about 6 am.
Being a Reconnaissance Squadron, our planes took photographs of our
own camp as they returned from their missions, and it enabled us to
rectify any faults we may have trying to disguise our camp. We had
developed some ‘cardboard’ lorries and tents to make a dummy camp
about a mile away. We had been able to ‘capture’ some light steel tubing
and with a bit of ingenuity, we made what looked like a badly camouflaged
site, and from the air it looked o.k.

Bombed again
We made planes out of old broken tail planes and nose sections. A storm
had blown some of the exhibits down and two of our M.T. dept took a
Thorneycroft lorry out with some repair material to rectify the site, and
while they were away, another of our lorries had been damaged in an
accident, and had to be lift towed back to camp. The Thorneycroft was
the only lorry available, so I took a Pick-up out to the site to exchange
vehicles and parked alongside, about six feet away. I stood in the back of
the pick-up talking to the other two men, when a whistling sound caused
me to look for the source.
It was a Heinkel 111 making a sneak raid and he had just released five
small bombs, and although I tried to jump down, the blast caught me and
threw me against the side of the lorry. Apparently, I stretched out my
arms and caught one of the ropes on the side before my head hit the
wooden side of the lorry that knocked me out, and as I fell, I still gripped
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the rope and before hitting the ground, I had dislocated my shoulder. The
lads took me to Sick Quarters where I came round after they had reset my
shoulder, but my arm was strapped up for some time afterwards. I also
had a cracked rib that was very painful, and also a black eye.
On the map of the Libyan coastline, Tmimi is west of Derna, about ten
miles south of where the coastline goes north past Benghazi and returns
to Agheila further west. About two weeks after this incident we are on the
move again, but instead of going by road, and with my arm strapped to
my side, and my ribs strapped up, we had to travel across the desert on
the camel track with the aid of compasses. Apparently, a small pocket of
the German army were holding out at the tip of the peninsular and it was
simpler to by-pass them. I was glad that my lorry had been modified as an
ambulance with softer springs.
After settling in at Agheila, I discovered a twenty-ton Fiat lorry and a fourwheel trailer in good condition. The trailer had twin tyres all round and
could be made into a two or four wheel steer by a central control, and also
the short draw bar could be fitted to the ‘front’ or the ‘rear’. The
compressed air brakes could be connected from either end. This was a
great find because it could take the load of at least eight of our lorries and
would mean that they could travel lightly with less strain on the engines.
We had been using the lorry on short journeys around the camp to make
sure that it was o.k. and we found that the fuel pump was giving trouble.
Not being able to get a replacement, I was lucky enough to get a spare
diesel tank that we mounted on the roof and allowed a gravity feed to the
main injector pump. The vehicle performed well after that.
A few days later we had the order to move again, and this time it was to a
large landing strip at “Marble Arch” about three hundred miles away. This
was not as easy as it seemed because the Afrika Korps had blown up
many of the bridges on the main road, and this meant anything up to a
detour of twenty miles south to a place where the vehicles could cross the
depression and a further twenty miles back to the other side of the bridge.
I always travelled last with the workshop lorry, the crane in front of me and
this Fiat and trailer in front of us. The rest of the convoy was sent in units
of ten in front. After about forty miles, a violent explosion took place in the
engine of the Fiat. We learn that a thermal bomb, about the size of a
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large cigar had been put in the engine sump, and had detonated when the
oil had reached the right temperature.
My dilemma was that all of our other vehicles were ahead of us and we
have a five-day journey ahead of us to our new site. We fitted the trailer
to the back of my lorry, and fitted 2 towropes from the crane to the
disabled lorry and we set off.
We only carried a days rations of hard biscuits and bully beef, so we hope
to catch up with our unit that night. A few days before leaving on this
journey, I had run the spike of a screwdriver in to the palm of my hand,
and it was now beginning to feel sore, but because it did not bleed, I didn’t
worry about it. We did not meet up with our unit that night, so in the
morning we stopped at the first unit we came to and begged some rations
and water. We were given enough for two days.

And another injury..
The next day our progress was very slow, because our detour point of
crossing was very steep on both sides, and it meant taking the disabled
lorry down into the depression, disconnecting the tow-ropes, letting the
crane get to the top on the other side, and joining all of the tow ropes
together and towing the disabled lorry to the top out of the way, and doing
the same for me when I went into the depression with the trailer attached.
My lorry was pulled to the top and then we had to pull the trailer out of the
depression.
We connected up the vehicles and started out again, feeling that we had
overcome a very difficult operation. The trouble was that it was very time
consuming and time we did not have. We only travelled thirty miles from
our starting point that day and some of the detours were getting extremely
hazardous. By now my hand was beginning to throb and red lines were
running up from my wrist to my elbow.
We have very little water and washing is a luxury we cannot afford and the
next day we set off again. That night I had to seek medical assistance for
my hand, and we were lucky enough to find an army unit with a Medical
Officer, and he treats it with a hot poultice, with instructions to see him in
the morning. I point out that we must catch up with our unit as soon as
possible, and in the morning the lines are running up to my armpit and my
elbow is stiff.. The M.O. says that I should not go on, but again I say that
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I have to get to my unit. So he treats my hand and arranged for a loop to
be fitted to the roof of my cab, so that my hand can be kept suspended
He also gave me several dressings to put on as required.
It took us ten days to reach Marble Arch, but it only took the others seven
days, and they were about to send a search party back the route to find
us, I reached camp at four p.m. and went straight to our own Medical
Officer, who immediately dressed me down for continuing with the
journey, and then cleaned the wound and lanced it. The poison that came
out seemed to run for hours, but the relief as the pressure dropped on my
arm and hand was unbelievable. It took a further five days to reduce the
swelling and two weeks to heal. We also found another engine from a
burnt-out lorry and fitted it to ours.
“Marble Arch” was the nickname given to it by our troops because it was
an arch built over the road about one hundred feet high and laying on a
ledge half way up, was the statue of a giant native. Legend had it, that the
two chiefs from Lybia and Cyrenaica, could not agree where their borders
were, so they decided that on a certain day, each tribe would send his
fastest runner from Agheila and Tripoli, and where they met would be the
border. Unfortunately for the two runners, they were both killed for not
running fast enough for their tribe! This monument was erected by the
Italians when they Colonised North Africa.
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Before any units were allowed on this site, the army had squads of
soldiers with mine detectors, walking shoulder to shoulder to detect and
remove the mines. Thousands of mines were removed, and some had
mines underneath connected with a wire which would detonate when the
top mine was removed. In spite of this, several mines were missed so we
were all issued with a small canvas bag with one and half inch nails, so
that if we saw a mine, we could lay down beside it, align the holes in the
detonator with the casing, push a nail in and bend it over and then mark it
with a stick or stones. The ‘bomb squad’ went around all day looking for
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fresh mines. After a while we got used to this and realised that if we
missed one, it could cost someone his life.
The British 1st Army and the American Army had invaded Algiers shortly
after the Alemein Battle and were having a very difficult time and were
finding it difficult to keep to the target to meet the Eighth Army at Tunis.
We spent Christmas at Marble Arch, but a few days before, none of our
Christmas Fare had arrived from the NAAFI, and urgent phone calls went
out to find it. It had been sent to Benghazi in error, so one of our pilots
and a navigator, took a Baltimore down to pick up the ‘goodies’. When
the plane landed, it hit a mine and the plane landed with the wheel folded.
Fortunately, it was almost stopped at the time. Several lorries rushed to
the scene with several volunteers and quickly unloaded the plane and
returned to our unit. Because there were about ten squadrons and several
miscellaneous squadrons using the landing ground everyone had their
own designated ‘line’ and ours was right on the edge furthest from the
road.
That day, one of the senior Officers from Group Headquarters arrived at
the site to visit another squadron, and looking out of the mess, he saw the
crashed Baltimore. After he had his meal, he looked out again and the
plane was still there with nothing being done about it. Because our
Commanding Officer was at a Group meeting, the senior Officer in charge
of our unit was our Adjutant, whose liking for the bottle of gin was well
known, and he had not bothered to make arrangements for the plane to
be recovered. He was summoned to the senior Group Officer for an
explanation, but as soon as this Officer saw his condition, he was relieved
of his job and sent back to Cairo in disgrace.
It is my third Christmas away from home and I am feeling homesick but
again a lot of mail arrives to cheer us all up. I began to get depressed
when several of the airmen received “Dear John” letters and news that
complete families had been killed in the air raids. One of our Warrant
Officers had invited about ten American Sergeants for a Social evening
and all went well until a couple towards the end began to get a little drunk,
started boasting about how they had to come over and win the war for us
again. That did not go down well and if it had not been for their Master
Sergeant taking control, there would have been a very nasty incident.
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Tripoli, Libya
We moved to Tripoli a short time after this, to a site about 4 miles outside
the town and we are accommodated in an abandoned farmhouse. We
use the house for all of the messes, and arrange the tents for sleeping
nearby. I still use my lorry and I am very comfortable.
Lord Haw-Haw, was broadcasting to the troops, telling them to surrender,
because the German army are just reeling them in. He also tells us that
the American and Australians are looking after our wives and girl friends
while we are away. It was a case of the ‘Yanks’ being “ Over paid, over
sexed and over there”. It was a good job that we didn’t take any notice of
his ranting.
We found a small diesel generating plant and fixed up to the mains in the
farmhouse so that we had decent lighting when we had our meals and
recreation. The landing strip was a short distance from the living quarters,
and was just a strip of desert that had been graded to a reasonable
surface, and every time a plane took off, it created a miniature sandstorm.
Most pilots “shot-up” the strip after take-off, but one day, a pilot made the
record of three inches below zero, when he flew just a little too low.
However, he continued with the recce, and on his return he called the
Engineer Officer (an ex boy entrant Warrant Officer) to say the plane
would not climb above twenty thousand feet, and there was a very bad
vibration above cruising speed. The W.O. walked around to the engines
and took one look at the propellers, and then told the pilot that he had his
‘finger in up to his bloody shoulders’ and that he should not have charge
of a pram, let alone one of his aeroplanes. The pilot was a Flight
Lieutenant with a D.F.C. and Bar, but that did not make any difference.
Warrant Officer Dent hated pilots because they abused his aeroplanes,
and it would not have made any difference if it had been the Commanding
Officer. All six blades of the two propellers had been bent over at right
angles, three inches from the tips. A very expensive shoot-up.
We lost another crew and plane the next day, when they were shot down
just after take-off. They were heavily laden with fuel and they stood no
chance when two M.E. 109’s came and shot them down. When the plane
hit the ground, there was one huge explosion and the crew were never
found. It happened on our own doorstep that made it worse.
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We were told that ‘ E.N.S.A.’ had brought a big name Concert Party to
Tripoli and were putting on shows at a large cinema in the town. There
were ample tickets available, so I went on my afternoon off. It was a very
good show, but Vivien Leigh (Gone with the Wind actress) who gave a
rendition of “You are old, Father William” did not get the same applause
as the bawdy comics and the high kicking chorus girls. Because this was
the first time any of us had seen any white girls in two years. I suppose
this was natural, and their enthusiasm could be forgiven.

Sfax, Tunisia, and new planes
Just as we were getting used to our new surroundings, the war started to
‘hot-up’ once again and we were ordered to move to a new site near Sfax,
We were advised that the twin-engined Baltimores would be replaced by
the American P 51 Mustang Fighters and that we would be carrying out
Tactical Reconnaissance in future, using two planes at a time, one to
Photograph at low level, and the other to act as escort.
The pilots were transferred to a Flying School for single engine training
and the ground crews to a local American camp to check the servicing.
The other crewmembers were transferred to other squadrons.
The pilots returned with their new planes three weeks later and everyone
admired the new look of the squadron. At that time the Mustang was the
fastest plane around and it looked very similar in shape to a
Messerschmidt 109, square wing tips, small tail fin etc. The pilots had
been using Tomahawks for training and now our C.O. made them go up
from dawn to dusk, taking off and landing, mock battles, in order for them
to be ready for the battle ahead.
In the meantime, the British 1st army, the 8th army and the American Army
were preparing to take Tunis and the German army was preparing to
evacuate. In my dept, we were told to prepare an advance party of
vehicles and staff and waterproofing the vehicles to a depth of five feet.
This involved cutting the exhaust system, shaping pipes to take the
silencer and tail pipes to the front so that the driver could see them,
raising the air filters on the carburettors, an inner tube was cut to cover
the carburettor, small holes made to take the controls, dynamos
completely sealed with a plasticine type of material, also distributors,
plugs and wires, starters were sealed and all air vents (petrol tanks, axle
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and engine breathers) were fitted with plastic pipes to take them above
the five feet mark. Fresh belts were fitted from the engine to the water
pump only, engine oil levels checked and dipsticks sealed.

Planning for Sicily
A complete advance unit was formed, ready for the invasion of Sicily,
comprising, four Officers, four Senior N.C.O.’s and about eighty ‘other
ranks’. I was the most senior of the N.C.O.’s and therefore I would be in
charge. My promotion to Flight Sergeant had come through just after
arriving at Marble Arch, but now was the time I would have to earn my
money. The whole unit moved to a beach about four miles away and
when the unit had settled in, we received a visit from Desert H.Q. with
technical and Intelligence Staff, who would be briefing us on the coming
campaign. All of our vehicles were inspected for waterproofing and all of
the drivers were assembled and given instructions on how to drive in deep
water. Poles had been set in the sea at intervals and marked to a depth
of four feet, six inches and the instructor took us all out on the circuit, in
his vehicle fully clothed and then we had to repeat the process on our
own. He was using a Ford 15 cwt pick-up where the seat was about two
feet from the ground. It was an uncanny feeling to feel the water
gradually rising above your waist until it reached just under your chin and
you dare not go fast to create a bow wave or to press the clutch out.
We were “going in” on “D day” plus two and depending on how lucky the
initial assault was, would determine how easy our landing would be. We
were shown our landing site on the map and how and where we go to our
site that was about ten miles from the landing area. I think most of us
thought that it served us right for joining up. We were then informed that
the only thing we could take with us would be our back packs, side bags
and rifle (a .38 Smith and Wesson Revolver as well in my case). Kit bags
and all other luxuries to be packed and returned to stores, all mail and
papers received had to be destroyed. Anything which may give the enemy
any information, should we be captured, had to be left behind. We were
also given some German phrases to remember.
On the Friday after this briefing, I was Orderly Sergeant, which meant a
duty of twenty-four hours and followed on the next day by a stand-by duty.
I would have nothing specific to do, but to be available if needed. Now that
we were on ‘stand-by’ we allowed about a fifth of the airmen to go to a
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safe bathing beach every afternoon about four miles away, and I stayed in
my tent writing letters home. Goodness knows when I would have time in
the near future. My letters finished, I pulled my groundsheet out on to the
sand and lay down to sunbathe. I was reminiscing and realised that I had
travelled over one thousand miles over the most hellish terrain, been
bombed and strafed, and at last we had a bit of free time before the next
battle.
I recalled the time when, returning to the base unit with a pilot and
navigator, the pilot had never landed on a runway. His training in
Rhodesia was on a very large plain where a mile or so didn’t matter, and
the same on the desert, you could always taxi home. The pilot now had to
land on a tiny ribbon of tarmac, and having checked with the control
tower, and checked the direction of the landing ‘T’ he approached the
runway. As he was too high, he was given a red signal and he aborted
the landing. He made a long approach and skimming the tops of the tents
from the units nearby, he found that a Tomahawk had cut in front of him
and he had to abort again. His next approach after getting permission
from the tower, started even further back and this time he made a perfect
touch-down and as I was listening to the conversation between the pilot
and navigator, the navigator shouted, “Skipper, there’s another plane
coming the other way”.
We had just lost flying speed so the pilot veered off the runway to the left,
just as a Boston medium bomber roared past going the other way. I hate
to think what my pulse rate was at that time. The time was just after
twelve noon, and the landing “T” had been reversed in order that the sun
was behind the pilots on landing. By the time we had slowed down to taxi,
there was a Jeep load of R.A.F. Police alongside and the crash crews to
escort us to dispersal. As soon as the plane was parked, the Police
escorted the pilot to the Commanding Officer for an explanation.
Another time, I travelled to Benghazi with our new C.O. and a navigator in
order to sort out some spares which had gone astray and as we got out of
the plane, the navigator, who had been feeling a bit off colour, suddenly
became violently sick and in great pain, and was taken to the Sick
Quarters where appendicitis was diagnosed.
After I had sorted out my spares problem, I reported back to my C.O. who
had just converted from single engine fighters to twin-engined bombers
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and he told me that we would be following the road back to camp at low
level. And that I had better sit in the front of the plane and keep a lookout
for enemy fighters. We took off normally, but as soon as he retracted the
landing gear, he put the plane into a typical fighter take off, by trying to
turn on the wing tip. As soon as he had done this he realised what he had
done and pushing the throttles wide open and gently levelling off, we got
back to a normal flying position. Fortunately, the Baltimore is overpowered and being lightly laden, we were in no danger, but aerobatics at
one hundred feet, is something not be done. After we landed the C.O.
apologised and hoped that I had not been put off flying.

Camouflage
I must have dozed off because the next thing that I remember was being
wakened by the duty driver, telling me to go to the C.O.’s tent
immediately. I put on my shirt and shoes and joined the C.O. in the
Officers Mess and I was told that a team had arrived from H.Q. to
demonstrate the camouflaging of our lorries. Someone had realised that
our Yellow sand paint would stand out amongst the green vegetation of
Sicily. I sent a spare driver out to the beach to get all the drivers back and
in the meantime we set up a spraying area. A Flying Officer, Corporal
and two Airman with a lorry equipped with a compressor and spray gear
and putting one of our lorries on each side of the spray vehicle, we all set
about masking off headlamps, windscreens and any markings which we
wanted left on.
The Officer brought out all the drawings of the different vehicles, and we
were having just the outline taken out with matt black paint. At first I
thought that it would be useless but as the final pattern emerged,
suddenly all the corners of the lorries disappeared. As each lorry was
painted, it was driven away and two more came in, and as it took two
hours to paint each lorry, the work had to be continued on the Sunday.
The standing joke after that was for a driver told to get his lorry, would
reply “sorry Chiefy, I can’t find the bloody thing since it’s been painted”.
My reply was for them to go on permanent guard duty until they found it. It
was soon found.
Having completed this chore, I had to return to my main camp to check
that all of the vehicles there were in order and that the Corporal had
everything in hand, and having lunch in the Sergeants Mess, I was
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chatting to the pilots and asking how the war was getting on at Tunis. I
was amazed to learn that there were no evacuation craft available for the
Axis Forces anywhere to be seen, and they had been sweeping the whole
area from Sicily to Italy. I was surprised at this news, because there had
been a big push started around Tunis and all three armies were involved.
The next day we heard that the Axis forces had surrendered, and about
200,000 troops had been captured. Lord Haw-Haw announced that
evening that it was a trap and that all of the allied troops should surrender
before they were exterminated.
We were warned the next day that we were on three days stand by, and
already there was the air of expectancy around the camp. There was now
a strict security ban on the site and we were advised that all mail from
home had to be destroyed and any items that might give details of our
present locality had to be destroyed.
The following day we were told that due to the bad weather, our ‘invasion’
was being delayed and that we were now on seven days stand-by.
Because of the anti-climax, I ordered a kit and vehicle check, my own
included. When I checked the vehicles inside and out, I found two of the
lorries had no wheel braces to change their wheels, one did not have a
jack and two did not have spare wheels. Five of the drivers found
themselves doing extra guard duties for the next seven days. It appeared
that they loaned these items, when their tyres had to be changed from the
wide sand tyres to the track grip tyres needed in Sicily and forgot to pick
them up after the tyre change! They would have looked very stupid if they
had a puncture just after landing.
We finally moved to the embarkation area and because I had to be the
last vehicle off, I had to be the first one on the L.S.T. (landing ship, tank).
In this way, I could supervise the loading and unloading off the ship, and
any broken down vehicles could be rectified. My one mechanic was
placed midway in the convoy and he could help anyone who broke down
in the first part of the convoy. Once out at sea, I was seasick again in
spite of the sea being calm and I hated the journey and the sea. We were
told our exact landing site and as we approached, we could see and hear
the sound of the guns but when we landed we realised that they were our
own.
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